File System Link Business Suite
PROTECT YOUR IT INVESTMENT

What’s inside?

Switching between various environments, your IT department is faced with incompatibilities that may prevent endpoints from accessing data under different file systems. File System Link Business Suite (FSL) is a high-performance reliable solution for corporate data exchange. This pack includes the flagship Microsoft NTFS for Mac by Paragon Software and all essential tools for high-speed read/write access to NTFS, HFS+, APFS, and extFS partitions from Mac or PC workstations.

Since IT environments evolve, your business may dictate new use scenarios, such as in-house development or case-by-case cross-platform transitioning. Whatever compatibility issues arise, your IT infrastructure is future-proof!

LFS for Windows by Paragon Software
- Read/write access to ext2, ext3, ext4
- Read access to Btrfs and XFS
- Read/write support for LVM
- Full Win10 support

Microsoft NTFS for Mac by Paragon Software
- Easy access to NTFS-drives on Mac
- High-speed data transfer
- Mac OS Catalina

HFS+ for Windows by Paragon Software
- GPT/MBR support for full access to HFS+ partitions
- Verify, mount, dismount
- Full Win10 support

extFS for Mac by Paragon Software
- Check/read/write/format features for ext2/3/4
- High-speed data transfer
- Mac OS Catalina

APFS for Windows by Paragon Software
- Read and write files on APFS-formatted HDD, SSD or flash drive
- Access APFS volumes formatted in macOS 10.15 Catalina

Why pick FSL for your business?

Need to get the utmost of utilized storage devices incl. high-speed SSDs? This is the way to go.
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**Fast time-to-market**
- Silver bullet in performance-critical or deadline-sensitive scenarios
- Light on system resources, the pack components reveal superior data transfer rates, matching or outperforming native file systems.

**Reliability out-of-the-box**
- Saves time on customization, tweaks, and workarounds
- Ensures smooth operation of each driver in the pack
- Maintains data integrity under intensive enterprise workloads.

**Universal applicability**
- Future-proof technology that meets the present and foreseeable IT needs
- Taken on board by software houses, Media & Entertainment, postproduction, educational institutions, forensics, OEM, and more.

**Ultimate compatibility**
- Full support for the latest OS editions as part of the transparent release roadmap
- Fail-safe operability across compatible hardware and software systems
- Native look and feel on Windows and macOS.

Contact us for a quote!
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